
Maximize Actionable Insights With a Unified Threat Library

The Threat Library in the ThreatConnect Platform enables a single 
source of threat intelligence “truth”. The Threat Library has a com-
mon data model that is flexible to your requirements and scalable 
to hundreds of millions of indicators. Threat intel is automatically 
normalized, de-duplicated and memorialized, making it ready to 
be used by Threat Intel Operations teams, and the rest of Security 
Operations.

Any Framework - Any Analysis Methodology

Whether you use the Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis, 
Lockheed Martin’s Cyber Kill Chain, MITRE ATT&CK, or something 
entirely different, ThreatConnect will support you. Map important 
indicators of compromise (IOC) with key features such as tag-
ging and customizable attributes. You’re able to pivot between 
indicators and groups to spot patterns and tag indicators for easy 
organization and analysis.

Advanced Analytics Engine

ThreatConnect’s CAL™, our analytics engine, maximizes insights 
about threats by leveraging billions of anonymous data points from 
thousands of global ThreatConnect users to gain insight into the 
relevancy of threats. CAL further optimizes the efficiency of your 

team by presenting the criticality of an IOC via our ThreatAssess 
scoring model, so they can make faster and better decisions and 
providing score cards on how open source intel sources are per-
forming to prioritize the intel sources critical to your organization.

Maximize Insights Into Threat Actors and Vulnerabilities 
Faster

Rapidly correlating data to understand relationships between 
indicators is critical for threat intel analysts. With ThreatCon-
nect’s Graph View, rapidly pivot from one indicator to another to 
quickly understand relational information and maximize insight 
into specific threat actors or vulnerabilities.

Maximize Collaboration to Increase Intelligence Insight 
and Relevance

By encouraging information-sharing across your security teams, 
you’ll establish a feedback loop that allows for increased threat 
intelligence insight and relevance to your organization. Threat-
Connect supports various integration mechanisms like out-of-
the-box integration apps to quickly connect your security tools to 
the Platform, native support for STIX and TAXII, and a flexible REST 
API when you need custom connectivity.
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Operationalize Your Threat  
Intelligence Operations
With ThreatConnect, easily operationalize your threat 
intelligence operations. Automate threat intelligence 
management, tasks, and processes like collection, 
analysis, and dissemination. Improve collaboration  
with other team members for faster decision-making. 

Other benefits include:



How ThreatConnect Makes Operationalizing The Threat Intel Lifecycle Easier And Faster 

Threat Intel Operations are dealing with big data challenges like other Security Operations teams. There are high volumes, coming in at 
high-speed, across a variety of external and internal sources, with varying degrees of value. The ThreatConnect Platform is optimized for 
making Threat Intel Analysts work faster, more efficiently, and with better collaboration to ensure Analysts can focus their efforts on the 
most critical threats and have the greatest impact to their organization.

An Example of ThreatConnect in Action

By operationalizing threat and cyber risk intelligence, The ThreatConnect Platform changes the security operations 
battlefield,  giving your team the advantage over the attackers.  It enables you to maximize the efficacy and value of your 
threat intelligence and human knowledge, leveraging the native machine intelligence in the ThreatConnect Platform. Your 
team will maximize their impact, efficiency, and collaboration to become a proactive force in protecting the enterprise.  
Learn more at www.threatconnect.com.
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Reach out to learn how the ThreatConnect RQ can make you 
and your team more effective, decisive, and collaborative.

+1 (800) 965.2708  -  or  -  
https://threatconnect.com/request-a-demo

The cybersecurity environment continues 
to grow more challenging. Security teams 
are often overwhelmed by the constant 
stream of threats, and system vulnera-
bilities, against the backdrop of limited 
resources and immature processes. 

The ThreatConnect Platform uniquely 
leverages risk insights and automation to 
help focus limited organizational resources 
on the organization’s top priorities. The 
Platform operationalizes  threat intelli-
gence and knowledge to drive every deci-
sion and action faster to maximize impact 
with increased effectiveness, efficiency, 
better decision-making and strategic 
collaboration. 

The benefits of the ThreatConnect Platform 
are clear - your security team will move from 
reactive to proactive engagement. Your 
team will better leverage risk insights and 
more effectively use threat intelligence and 
knowledge to drive better decisions and 
more effective action. 

The ThreatConnect Platform

Planning
Flexible and scalable Platform to incorporate 
your priority intel requirements (PIRs), intel and 
data sources, and preferred data model.

Collection
Dozens of commercial, open source, and 
community intel and data sources are 
natively supported through integrations, 
support for STIX and TAXII, and our API.

Anaylsis
CAL analytics engine, ThreatAssess 

scoring, workflows, automation, 
and Graph View support tactical, 

operational, and strategic threat intel 
operations.

Dissemination
Dashboards, Reporting, Browser Extension, and 

hundreds of integrations with security tools 
for sharing threat intelligence internally and 

externally.

 Threat Intel 
Lifecycle

Processing
Threat intel is automatically enriched and made ready for use.

Feedback
New and updated intelligence, tradecraft and knowledge can be memorialized in the Platform.


